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The Power of Digital Supply Chain
and Intelligent Technologies
SAP and Partners at
HANNOVER MESSE

Welcome to the SAP and Partners Stand
Are you ready to tackle the challenges of Industry 4.0 with a
digital supply chain?
At HANNOVER MESSE 2019, we’re demonstrating groundbreaking
scenarios of industrial intelligence and the technologies that make
them possible.
Companies in the manufacturing and process industries today
face two key questions:
How can we structure and adapt highly individualized, complex
products in one seamless process – all the way through to distribution and operation by the customer? And which technologies can we
use to structure the entire process, including all elements and
systems, in the most dynamic way possible to conquer rapidly
changing markets?
The SAP Design-to-Operate showcase demonstrates real-world
solutions from different perspectives: for example, that of a parts
manufacturer in an Industry 4.0 environment, and also of a customer who uses the components in their production line. Watch as a
component moves through key stages of the value chain, including
product design, planning, production, storage, logistics, operation,
maintenance, and repair.
A comprehensive mix of artificial intelligence, the Internet of Things,
machine learning, blockchain, and analytics creates new standards
of efficiency, customization, and product quality.
Our partners are on hand, ready to share their extensive digital and
industry-specific expertise.
You may also like to set up a personal consultation with us or take
part in a guided tour. There’s a lot to discover – simply come and
talk to us.
Kind regards,
Hala Zeine
President, Digital Supply Chain
SAP SE

Design-to-Operate: Connect Digitally
to Perfect Reality
We have chosen to use a double seat valve as a representation of
countless configurable and customizable products. Witness its
journey as it travels along the entire value chain – from initial design
to live operation. The whole process is based on SAP® technology
which ensures that everything works in perfect unison.
The double seat valve is an actual product provided by Evoguard.
The valve specialist has taken a component that was previously
purely mechanical and modified it by adding sensors and software.

In this way, the valve represents products that companies are now reinventing and digitally enhancing in the age of Industry 4.0. The component is also a great demonstration of how customer-specific
modifications can be made quickly and cost-efficiently.
Each individual step in the process contains exciting innovations. Combined, they form a clear picture of the industrial future where devices,
processes, and employees are connected from shop floor to top floor.
Real-time data from development teams and operation and from suppliers and customers enable an optimized innovation cycle and new service
models. These are supported by a combination of artificial intelligence,
the Internet of Things, machine learning, blockchain, and analytics.
A pivotal aspect in the value chain here is the digital twin. A virtual representation is created during the design phase which contains all relevant
information about the valve. Any changes made are also instantly
depicted. Both the manufacturer and operator have access to the digital
twin. In this way it acts as a central point of contact even after delivery;
the manufacturer can offer new services. and the operator can easily
communicate change requests or product ideas. The digital supply chain
therefore becomes a constant innovation cycle.
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Design: An Agile Way to Create and
Develop Products
In our case example, a customer requests a product modification.
Based on live operational data, the customer has identified optimization potential and communicates their requirements to the design
team.
The requirements represent a typical challenge faced by manufacturers. Historically, the most important aspect of product design
was designing the mechanical parts. Today, however, more and more
products include additional electronics and software components
which increases complexity. Industrial companies must therefore
reinvent themselves and introduce smart technologies and
approaches.
With SAP technology, you can design and develop products in an agile
way and take advantage of common data models and end-to-end solutions throughout the entire value chain. Improved testing, prototypes,
and simulations are also possible – a revolution for the entire development process.
At the first showcase station, you can learn how to better manage
product changes – from initial idea to requirement analysis and design.
Change-relevant objects are identified quickly and all parts lists are kept
consistent. Product-relevant information, such as bills of materials, can
be directly derived from master data and parts lists. In addition, it’s possible to precisely calculate the cost of a modification even at this early
stage.
Your opportunities:
••Establish digital twins as single source of truth
••Efficiently manage customer requirements, right down to new product
structures
••Gain complete transparency over objects affected by changes
••Identify cost drivers and increase profit margins
••Combine mechanical, electronic, and software development
••Perform prototyping, testing, and simulations virtually
••Automatically create a requirements model (systems engineering)
based on requirements documents and specifications using machine
learning
••Ensure consistency in production-relevant data across numerous
departments
••Improve the quality of parts lists and workflows with 3D visualization
••Communicate product changes effectively to the production line
This scenario is a co-innovation from:
••SAP
••CIDEON Software & Services
••DSC Software
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Design

1. Ideas Management and
Project Planning
The product manager evaluates ideas for a product
change, includes the customer
satisfaction score, and plans
the project.

2. Systems Engineering
Using machine learning, a
requirements model is created.
The team creates the new
product and calculates the cost
of variants.

4. Prototyping, Testing, and
Virtual Simulation
The team simulates, tests, and
validates the new product.
From this, parts lists can be created for manufacturing.

5. Handover to Production
and Service
The experts create a digital twin,
deliver the components to
purchasing, select a supplier,
and compare all parts lists
for consistency.

3. Detailed Engineering
Mechanics, electronics, and
software development are
performed at the same time,
a 3D visualization is created,
and the team identifies cost
drivers.

Planning: Improve Strategies and
Make Procurement More Flexible
In our scenario, the company wants to integrate its modified valve
into a sales and demand plan. Using the SAP Integrated Business
Planning solution, the company begins to sound out the market situation. How large is the expected demand? Which markets are most
lucrative? And on the other hand, what capacity do we have? What
transportation will we need?
Algorithms based on machine learning offer precise predictions.
The plan is quickly created, outlining the strategic and operative
approach. Those in charge can now recognize whether they can
meet demand for the new product with the available resources –
and how they can otherwise reschedule. Detailed production and
procurement plans are created quickly and easily.
Procurement in general is easier with SAP technology. The worst-case
scenario if a delivery arrives late is that production will then be delayed.
SAP Global Track and Trace offers the solution to this. The cloud service
networks manufacturers, suppliers, and haulers and enables a live
exchange of data. All parties maintain an up-to-date overview of each
point in the supply chain. At any given time, the location and status of an
order is clear – a feature that can be compared to shipment tracking in
the consumer sector.
This helps achieve maximum flexibility which is of great advantage in the
event of disruptions. The responsible party can immediately recognize
when bottlenecks are about to occur and promptly intervene. In addition, they can easily see which delivery is linked to which production
order and where certain departments or processes may be affected by
gaps in planning.
With this information, a manager can conveniently check capacity and
release orders to supply production in the best way possible.
Your opportunities:
••Track delivery of materials in close to real time
••Connect closely with suppliers
••Recognize and resolve planning gaps promptly
••Prevent downtime
••Analyze and anticipate business opportunities for products
••Create and adapt global supply plans and oversee their
implementation
••Streamline and enhance the entire product lifecycle
••Optimize supply chain costs and increase profit margins

2. Procurement Planning
A purchasing strategy is created according to inventory
status and supplier availability.

1. Demands Planning
The manufacturer uses
machine learning to forecast
demand and check capacities.

Plan

5. Launching and Executing
Procurement
Data for assembly and components is transferred to production and service. The parts
list for production is defined.

4. Defining Production
Stages
The team provides component
information to suppliers in the
supply chain network.

3. Production and
Procurement Plan
Using this reliable data, detailed
plans can quickly be created.

6. Goods Tracking during
Transport
Manufacturer, suppliers, and
forwarding agents exchange
data via the cloud and
maintain a live overview of
the complete supply chain.

7. Goods Receipt and
Storage
Goods arrive at the warehouse
and are prepared for the next
process step.

Production: Smart Connected Logistics
and Manufacturing
Cyber-physical systems are the only solution for businesses that
want to manufacture complex or customized products quickly, costeffectively, and in any batch size. For this, business software, warehouse logistics, and automation must all work seamlessly together.
This is represented in our case example at HANNOVER MESSE as
the following: At a supplier’s facility, a technician pre-assembles the 
electronic head of a valve according to the desired configuration.
A cobot assists the technician in this process and communicates
using a cloud-based SAP system.
In the main plant, work begins on the customized double seat valve
after the production order has been submitted and released by the
shift manager. SAP Digital Manufacturing Cloud not only supports
the shift manager, technicians, and employees in other typical roles,
but also helps orchestrate machines and smart tools.
An autonomous vehicle makes its way to the warehouse. Here, an
order-specific component kit has already been prepared. At the
same time, a laser engraves a nameplate according to the design
specified by the stand visitor. After this, automated quality control
takes place based on target values named in the material master.
Camera technology, robotics, conveying systems, and RFID show how
automatic control loops can be achieved in observance of the business
context. OPC UA plays an important role as the communication
architecture.
As soon as the autonomous vehicle docks at the warehouse, it is loaded
with the appropriate components and now serves as a mobile workbench. From here on, the system decides dynamically at which workstation the next assembly steps will be carried out. Is a certain asset not
available due to malfunction? The transport vehicle will not wait for
maintenance. Instead, the system assesses the current situation as a
whole, including machine status, possible routes, and prioritization of
orders, and automatically selects the best option.
Smart technologies help technicians work more flexibly. Repetitive tasks
will decrease in importance in highly flexible production facilities. An
unfamiliar product variant enters the work station? Only smart tools can
help the technician to carry out activities efficiently and ensure the best
quality. How is this specialist valve configured and assembled? What
tools are required? Software supports the technician in each step and
can even ensure the correct screwdriver is ready with the right settings.

Your opportunities:
••Seamlessly network warehouse, production, and business processes
••Design and orchestrate production according to service-oriented architecture (SOA)
••Take advantage of up-to-date data and maximum transparency to
react to the current situation of the plant and increase overall
efficiency
••Make job sequences based on loosely coupled resources (modules)
and mobile units much more flexible and less susceptible to
disruptions
••Enable manufacturing scenarios that use cloud-based solutions
••Use artificial intelligence to react to unpredicted events and be able to
take action
••Support employees with smart solutions in order to boost their
efficiency
This scenario is a co-innovation from:
••SAP
••4tiitoo
••Arkite
••ASENTICS
••Atlas Copco
••Beckhoff Automation
••CAB
••Ericsson
••Evoguard
••Franka Emika
••Fujitsu
••Gebhardt Fördertechnik
••Kinemic
••Materialise
••Mettler-Toledo
••Serva Transport Systems
••SICK
••Telit

GUIDED TOUR: DIGITAL MANUFACTURING
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Manufacture

1. Production Order
A production order is created
and approved.

2. Materials Preparation on
the Shop Floor
The order-specific
component kit is ready and
waiting in the warehouse.

3. Order Dispatch to
Production
The production order is
entered into the production
process.

4. Assembly, Assessment,
and Optimization
An autonomous vehicle,
which also functions as a work
bench, automatically selects
the ideal work station – even
in the event of disruption.
This ensures the product is
completed quickly.

5. Registering the Product
in SAP Asset Intelligence
Network
Data on the finished product
is uploaded to SAP Asset
Intelligence Network, allowing
the future operator to also
have access to the product
details.

6. Storing the Finished
Product
The product is stored in the
warehouse.

Logistics: Flexibly Plan Routes and
Avoid Bottlenecks
Here, we simulate a typical challenge for a transportation manager.
The valve needs to be transferred from warehouse to customer as
quickly as possible – but it is not worth dispatching an entire truck
for one single item. Again, smart systems provide the answer. The
complete logistics system is flexible and can react to any given disruption. Optimization, automation, and close integration of systems
help to maintain service levels agreed with consignees.
A graphic representation shows all planned transportation in great
detail including orders, individual pallets, and products. It’s easy to

see where the products are positioned in the truck and in which order
they should be offloaded. In this way, it is quickly clear how deliveries can
be organized cost-effectively and routes can be optimized.

When transportation has been planned, all necessary warehouse processes can begin to cost-efficiently load the goods into the truck and dispatch them – all at precisely the right moment. At any time, the
transportation manager can react flexibly to unforeseen disruptions
such as if snowfall or flooding has made a route inaccessible. This is supported by shipment tracking from SAP Global Track and Trace – the
same solution that supported procurement. Transportation status and
routes remain in view at all times. This means that unexpected circumstances can be overcome with little effort and on-time delivery is guaranteed. If the end customer also receives access to the data, they can also
see exactly when to expect delivery.
Your opportunities:
••Plan and rearrange transport routes with high efficiency
••Integrate transportation and warehousing to guarantee that goods are
picked at the correct time and are ready when the truck arrives
••Track deliveries using track and trace technology
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2. Preparing and
Dispatching Goods
The delivery is compiled,
loaded, and sent on its way
to the customer.

1. Arranging Delivery
With intelligent systems, it is
immediately clear how the
product can be delivered to
the customers in the fastest
and easiest way possible.

Deliver

3. Transport Tracking
Thanks to track-and-trace
functionality, the delivery
remains in view while it is in
transport. Potential disruptions can be detected at any
time and immediately avoided.

Operation: Optimize Monitoring and
Implement New Business Models
Once the valve has arrived at the end customer’s facility, the first step
is to onboard the equipment onto all relevant systems that will be
used by the operator. With digital twin technology, this can be
achieved in minutes.
The manufacturer and operator both have access to the same
virtual representation of the physical component. This opens up
new possibilities for collaboration and innovative services. So
what happens if the valve is faulty? Traditionally, the operator
takes care of repairs and maintenance of the equipment and
systems. But with a network of digital twins, the manufacturer can
provide support in this task or conduct the service themselves. In
addition to exchanging maintenance-relevant data, the manufacturer can also offer innovative digital services such as for calibration.
And this can also be applied to existing products at a customer’s
facility, as well as new ones.
When in operation, the digital twin also makes it possible to monitor
individual components and the plant as a whole. If threshold
values are exceeded or anomalies detected, the system triggers an

alert and creates a maintenance order. This responsible technician
receives this message directly on their mobile device. The technician can
then navigate the device via app and execute the order. With just a few
clicks, the manufacturer can provide feedback on the product or on the
process. The suggestion for improvement is submitted to the design
department – and the cycle is complete.
Your opportunities:
••Continually monitor plants, components, and processes to carry out
predictive maintenance and continuous improvements
••Set up service portals for end customers and partners
••Identify anomalies and avoid disruptions
••Increase efficiency and first-time fix rates
••Boost profit through innovative business models such as “full service”
or “equipment as a service”
••Increase customer satisfaction and retention

This scenario is a co-innovation from:
••SAP
••Daqri
••Endress+Hauser
••Evoguard
••Hilscher
••Krones
••Quadrica

GUIDED TOUR: ASSET OPERATION
Mon–Fri 12:30,
Tue–Fri 10:30
Mon–Fri 15:30,
Tue–Fri 12:30

English
German

Operate

1. Integrating the Device into
the Workflow
Using digital twin technology, it
takes just minutes to onboard
the product into all relevant
systems used by the operator.

2. Monitoring the Product
and Predicting Failures
The digital twin enables continual monitoring of individual
components and the entire
asset.

4. Product Maintenance
The technician navigates to the
device via an app and carries
out the assignment.

5. Product Feedback and
Improvements
With just a few clicks, the
technician can submit feedback to the manufacturer’s
design team on either the
product or process.

3. Scheduling and Release
of Maintenance Orders
The system informs a
technician if there is a risk of
disruption.

Digital Innovation Area: Implementing
Disruptive Technologies
How can you digitalize and improve processes in the digital supply
chain with new technologies such as blockchain and robotic process
automation? What benefits would you gain in doing so? This is what you
will explore in the Digital Innovation Area. Here, the potential advantages
in inventory, plant operations, and quality management are made tangible in a clear case scenario.
But the possibilities extend even further than this example. Which scenarios could you adopt in your specific case – and how could these be
implemented? Find out by talking to our on-site experts.
Asset Manager

Maintenance Expert
(Reliability Center)

Plant Manager

Field Engineer

Create service
contract

Monitor asset

Analyze effect of
error

Share maintenance
approval by app

App recommends
necessary maintenance

Chatbot support

Analyze asset

App triggers
workflow

Create maintenance notification

Monitor asset
performance quality

Part not recognized:
image recognition

Monitor quality
issues

Automatic ordering
of replacement parts

Perform maintenance

Chatbot support

Key:

Enter system
status into blockchain

Conventional
process
Internet of Things

Automatic
pre-configuration

Automatic
documentation

Analytics
Machine learning
and robotic process
automation

Formula
(production order) and
configuration entered
into blockchain

Blockchain

Production

THE DESIGN-TO-OPERATE PROCESS: DIGITALLY OPTIMIZED

Technology Working in the background

How it could look
In our showcase, the operator monitors the status of
the plant via an app – in
this case, a flow meter.
The app calculates the
optimal time for maintenance, informs the operator, and initiates the
corresponding workflow.

The Internet of Things
enables you to rethink
your entire business.
You connect machines,
plants, warehouses,
and transport containers and use the corresponding data in your
business processes.
For example, you can
monitor the condition
of networked systems,
set up end-to-end processes that include
various departments or
companies, and rely on
fully dynamic maintenance contracts.

Internet of
Things

The aim is to move away
from rigid maintenance
intervals and towards
dynamic maintenance.
This reduces the number
of maintenance callouts
and mean time to repair,
thus boosting availability
of the plant.

The foundations for
your individual process‑
es are SAP Digital
Cloud Platform
and SAP Asset
Intelligence Network
for collaboration with
your business partners.
Analytics

SAP Analytics Cloud
enables each of your
business units to
perform predictive analytics and create
reports. Clearly structured dashboards show
where deviations are
occurring and help you
find out why.

Dashboards offer a visual
representation of the condition of individual components and the overall
condition of your entire
plant and production processes. If a problem
occurs in one part of the
facility, its relation to other
components can be determined. If, for example, corrosion occurs in one
component this can be
remedied by rinsing or by
improving heat supply.

Machine
learning and
robotic
process
automation

With artificial intelligence
and self-learning software,
such as those based on
SAP Leonardo, many
tasks that were previously carried out manually are now automatic.
This saves time, reduces
workload for employees, and reduces error
rates. It also reduces
dependence on indi
vidual employees with
knowledge that could
be lost if they leave.

The maintenance specialist receives all service notifications. If a problem
occurs, a smart chatbot
helps narrow down the
cause. In particular, it
helps deduce whether the
damage would be best rectified by an internal or
external service provider –
based on whether the
internal capacity or expertise are available. If a
repair is ordered, the
chatbot also informs the
specialist of any additional
maintenance that can be
carried out at the same
time. The necessary
replacement parts are
automatically ordered and
if a digital twin of a certain
part is not yet available, it
is captured via image
recognition.

Blockchain

Blockchain, a distributed ledger technology, is ideal for collaboration in manufac‑
turing and production
processes. With
SAP Leonardo
Blockchain, you are
able to carry out
complex processes with
several parties, even
outside your company.
All data is stored centrally. Smart contracts
are also possible thanks
to blockchain
technology.

Each production order is
saved, including formulas
used and mixing ratios, as
well as the status of the
relevant device. Blockchain ensures that this
data cannot be manipulated without notice. This
is particularly helpful for
compliance as supervisory
authorities have transparency over whether legal
requirements have been
met.

Digital Innovation Area: Implementing
Disruptive Technologies
In the Digital Innovation Area, we demonstrate how intelligent technologies from SAP can optimize standard applications in the Design-to-Operate process. Solutions and products from Endress+Hauser and
Evoguard are also used.
The facility is networked to a high level, for which its individual components and field devices are the central key. Whether your processes are
similar to our example or not is no matter, as the technologies offer
countless possibilities.
Using an IoT Edge Gateway (here from Endress+Hauser), data is gathered from components connected via Profibus and transferred to SAP
Cloud Platform. It is stored here and automatically analyzed.
The Endress+Hauser Heartbeat Insights App can be used to monitor
system status at any time. This uses the SAP IoT Application Enablement toolkit which aids cross-application use of digital apps and controls access based on authorization. This is crucial because plant
operators must ensure that production-relevant data remains under
their control. The architecture of SAP IoT Application Enablement therefore allows the operator of certain applications to grant authorization to
data processing during runtime – without the manufacturer being able
to access sensitive data. SAP Asset Intelligence Network shares the
master data of the plant and the semantic model between plant operator and field device manufacturer.
As a result, overall wear is reduced as it can be detected early on in the
sensor data. This makes it possible to move away from reactive maintenance when a failure has occurred to a proactive and predictive approach.
It also helps reduce over-maintenance. Algorithms for predictive maintenance identify the optimal time for maintenance. A workflow then triggers the corresponding actions in the backend system, such as sending
a notification for maintenance.
PLANT OPERATOR: INNOVATIONS IN PROCESSES
Above all, plant operators gain advantages in processes, such as being
able to extend maintenance intervals and therefore increase availability.
This reduces maintenance costs and accelerates maintenance activities.
As downtime occurs less often, expensive and lengthy start-up processes are reduced. A further advantage for the operator is the ability to
better outsource technical expertise. The manufacturer of the field
device is also digitally connected and therefore directly integrated into
the maintenance process.
DEVICE MANUFACTURERS: INNOVATIONS IN BUSINESS MODELS
The digitally automated process chain is also beneficial to manufacturers.
The manufacturer no longer simply sells technical equipment, such as
a flow meter or pump, to the plant operator. Instead, it can now offer
digital services, such as health monitoring or remote maintenance. This
provides the basis for developing a new business model, making the
transformation from parts supplier to digital full-service provider.
This scenario is a co-innovation from:
••SAP
••Endress+Hauser
••EVOGUARD
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Showcase Co-Innovation Partners
4tiitoo developed NUIA to make computer work-

stations more efficient and ergonomic. The software
uses gaze control and recognizes the user’s intentions with AI and eye tracking.
www.4tiitoo.com/en

Arkite’s product, the HIM, enables operators to excel
at their job by guiding them through picking and

assembly processes. This is done using real-time monitoring and projections on the workstation.
www.arkite.be

Asentics is a provider of flexible, modular, and scalable systems for vision technology under Industry

4.0. The company offers tailored solutions for 100%
quality control and zero-fault production.
www.asentics.com

Atlas Copco Tools is a globally leading provider of

smart, value-adding manufacturing solutions. We are
pioneers in Smart Connected Assembly and focus
on optimizing process safety and reliability.
www.atlascopco.com

Beckhoff PC-based control is the ideal technology for

Industry 4.0 and IoT. Data and services are available via
OPC UA for simple plug-and-produce orchestration of
SAP solutions. www.beckhoff.com

cab is a leader in automated and high-precision

labelling of devices, products, and packaging and
Europe’s largest manufacturer of label printing
systems. www.cab.de/en

CIDEON advises and supports customers in imple-

menting innovations, optimizing engineering processes, improving performance, and increasing
customer benefit and corporate value.
www.cideon.com

DAQRI empowers workforces to be more effective.
DAQRI’s Worksense™ and Smart Glasses® link digital

content to the real world to accelerate productivity, communication, and key business processes.
www.daqri.com

SAP platinum partner DSC Software co-developed the basic technology behind SAP Engineering Control Center and is a trusted implementation
partner for SAP PLM in discrete industries all over
the world. www.dscsag.com/en

Endress+Hauser is a global leader in measurement

instrumentation, services, and solutions for industrial
process engineering with 14,000 employees and 2.4
billion euros in revenue.
www.endress.com/en

Ericsson is one of the leading providers of informa-

tion and communication technology (ICT) to service
providers. About 40% of the world’s mobile traffic is
carried through our networks.
www.ericsson.com/en

Evoguard GmbH, a wholly owned subsidiary of
Krones AG, develops and manufactures valves and

pumps. Its customers are in the beverage and liquid
food industry and the chemical and pharmaceutical
sector. www.evoguard.com

Franka Emika – the interconnected, sensitive, and

safe robot for all. We specialize in the development and
design of cutting-edge, high-performance industrial
robots, aiming to make them a commodity.
www.franka.de

At the SAP stand, Fujitsu, one of the world’s largest

IT companies, demonstrates application scenarios for
SAP Leonardo and industrial IoT solutions for the manufacturing industry. www.fujitsu.com/fts

GEBHARDT Fördertechnik GmbH is a leading provider of solutions for intralogistics. Its product

portfolio covers material flow, software, and IoT
solutions, with services and entire logistics centers.
www.gebhardt-foerdertechnik.de/en

Hilscher is a global manufacturer of communication

solutions for device manufacturers, OEMs, and end
users. All products are based on Hilscher’s multiprotocol network controller netX. www.hilscher.com

Kinemic develops software for gesture recognition

and contactless interaction. With the wearable
Kinemic Band, digital services can be operated comfortably and efficiently. www.kinemic.com/en

Materialise is a leader in 3D printing software,
engineering, and services offering the market’s
widest range of solutions such as high-end additive
manufacturing and serial production of end parts.
www.materialise.com

METTLER TOLEDO is a leading global manufacturer

of precision instruments and the world’s largest manufacturer and supplier of high-quality scales and metal
detection systems. www.mt.com/en

Quadrica is dedicated to development in the field
of 3D digitized data. It specializes in providing customers with 3D views of assets allowing them to
manage and improve efficiency with a strong
ROI. www.quadrica.fr

Serva is a leading developer of automated guided
vehicles (AGV). Serva networks all intralogistics

and production processes with SKY and provides FTS
hardware and software from a single source.
www.serva-ts.com/en

SICK is one of the leading manufacturers of

sensors for industry. SICK’s “Sensor Intelligence.” provides customers in many industries with a decisive
advantage thanks to its high-tech sensor solutions. www.sick.com/de/en

Telit is the global leader in IoT enablement. Our

enterprise-grade hardware, connectivity, and platforms transform business through the power of IoT.
www.telit.com

SAP-Partners at HANNOVER MESSE
A global professional services firm working at the

intersection of business and technology, combining
unmatched experience and specialized skills across 40
industries and all business functions.
www.accenture.com/gb-en

Atos is a global leader in digital transformation with
120,000 employees in 73 countries and an annual
revenue of €13 billion. www.atos.net/en

CIDEON advises and supports customers in imple-

menting innovations, optimizing engineering processes,
improving performance, and increasing customer
benefit and corporate value.
www.cideon.com

The German-speaking SAP User Group

(Deutschsprachige SAP-Anwendergruppe e. V.) is one
of the most influential SAP user groups in the world
with more than 60,000 members and over 3,500 companies. www.dsag.de

SAP platinum partner DSC Software co-developed
the basic technology behind SAP Engineering

Control Center and is a trusted implementation partner
for SAP PLM in discrete industries all over the world.
www.dscsag.com/en

FIT is an IT service provider that supports digital

transformation – be it cloud computing, SAP HANA,
data analytics, mobility, IoT, or “the next big thing”.
www.freudenberg-it.com

MHP – A Porsche Company is a leading consul-

tancy – primarily for mobility and manufacturing.
The unique MHP approach to consulting is based on
the symbiosis of management and IT consulting services. www.mhp.com/en/home

The SAP specialists for logistics. We support you

during the implementation of SAP logistics solutions –
from the concept phase to implementation and
support of your logistics processes.
www.prismat.de/en/welcome

As the “House of SCM”, SALT Solutions supports
enterprises in digitalizing their entire supply
chain with SAP systems, extensions of standard
systems, and tailored solutions.
www.salt-solutions.de/startseite-en

shyftplan offers an innovative cloud-based solution
for workforce management and communication –
bringing scheduling and absence management to your
employees and digitalizing manual processes.
www.shyftplan.com/en

As an SAP gold partner, the Sycor Group specializes

in digitalization for midsize enterprises – from SAP
S/4HANA and SAP C/4HANA to IoT and artificial intelligence. www.sycor-group.com/de-en

SYSTEMA is a strategic SAP partner specialized

in providing SAP Manufacturing Execution, SAP MII,
and IoT/Industry 4.0 solutions for discrete manufacturing. www.systema.solutions

TRIACOS is a medium-sized company that has established itself as a reliable general contractor for SAP software implementation. TRIACOS is innovative and
successful with an international focus.
www.triacos.de/en

Follow us

www.sap.com/contactsap
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